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puk-werke kG
www.puk-werke.de

Glashaus is a new exhibition series at the DaZ German center for 
architecture. the DaZ has initiated this forum explicitly dedicated to 
the emerging generation of architects: their engagement for high 
quality, innovative and sustainable architecture; their understanding 
of professional responsibilities and challenges; their working methods 
and conceptual approaches will be presented and become visible
here. every exhibition of the Glashaus series will feature one out-
standing architectural office with its currently realized projects. 
the Glashaus is a space for informal exchange, where the design 
achievements and the active role of the emerging generation of 
architects in determining national and international building culture 
stand in the spotlight. the exhibitions and the accompanying publica-
tions aim to encourage an increased awareness and respect for the 
achievements of a new generation of architects. some of the featured 
offices may be known only to insiders but have already contributed 
remarkable and outstanding architectural solutions.
central to the DaZ agenda is the introduction and discussion of cur-
rent positions in architecture, along with the promotion of excellent 
architectural examples and building culture. we utilize the media of 
exhibitions, events, and conferences to provoke and promote discus-
sion and to foster the understanding of architectural issues. the DaZ 
aims to contribute to a vibrant building culture and to the develop-
ment of networks between its creators, commissioners and users. the 
Glashaus series is therefore an essential addition to the DaZ agenda, 
showcasing young offices with their excellent built work and building 
bridges between architectural professionals, building industries, cli-
ents, government, policy makers and the interested public on regional, 
national and international level.
an international call for entries was issued in order to find these 
young architectural practices. architects under the age of 45 will be 
continually selected, based on their current built work, to present a 
monographic exhibition, bi-monthly in the DaZ 50 sqm ›Glashaus‹. 
the DaZ und the association of German architects BDa provide the 
exhibition space in which the chosen offices may design the presen-
tation of their work in consultation with the DaZ curator. the space 
itself provides many exhibition opportunities, and will be constantly 
changing according to the design of the exhibiting office.

thE GlaShaUS-SERIES at DaZ

The GLASHAUS series is made possible by a new kind of cooperation 
with a small selection of corporate partners. These partners have made 
not only a financial contribution in order to help make the exhibition 
and publication possible, but have also optimized the space itself with 
technical know-how. We thank the GLASHAUS Partners for their support 
in providing this new international forum for current architecture by 
the young generation.

Glashaus_01 tec architecture
13 november 2006–19 January 2007 >> image 1

Glashaus_02 bogevischs stadt >> image 2
29 January–09 march 2007

Glashaus_03 roBertneun™ >> image 3
02 april–01 June 2007

Glashaus_04 BucholZ mcevoy >> image 4
16 July–24 august 2007

Glashaus_05 sturm+wartZeck >> image 5
15 october–30 november 2007

Glashaus_06 franken architekten >> image 6
21 January–29 february 2008

GlaShaUS_07 GlaShaUS GoES nYC >> current
07 March–02 May 2008

GlaShaUS-PaRtnERS

Berker Gmbh & co.kG
www.berker.de 

Grohe Deutschland vertriebs Gmbh
www.grohe.de

JacoBs + schulZ GreenlaB
www.js-berlin.de

triluX Gmbh & co.kG
www.trilux.de
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Gh_07 Goes nyc presents current projects of six extraordinary young 
architectural firms from new york. the exhibition is an updated ver-
sion of the show “new practices new york”, initiated by the aia new 
york chapter‘s center for architecture. it highlights six offices that 
belong to the cutting-edge of new york’s architectural scene.
all of the featured architectural practices create extraordinary work 
and exemplarily stand for the diverse young architectural scene of 
new york city. the six firms were selected by a high-profile jury in a 
competition, initiated 2006 by the aia new york chapter’s center for 
architecture and the architect’s newspaper. over fifty offices took 
part in the competition. eligibility was restricted to licensed new york 
city based firms founded after January 1, 2000. for the exhibition at 
the German center for architecture DaZ, the portfolios of the com-
pany were updated and the exhibition extended.
architecture in formation was praised by the jury not only for its 
sharp and critical thinking but originality, humor, and sophisticated 
investigation of landscape design. architecture in formation was 
founded in 2001 by matthew Bremer. since then, the company works 
on projects that often go beyond conventional architectural tasks, 
including aspects of product and communication design, marketing 
and branding. Gage clemenceau architects, the firm of mark foster 
Gage and marc clemenceau Bailly, has been in operation since 2002 
and is working on projects in the us, mexico and europe. their port-
folio includes furniture design as well as the realization of a whole 
hotel complex. they were awarded by the jury for the clear connection 
of speculative projects and built work as well as for their innovative 
usage of materials and textures.
with G tects llc (Gordon kipping) and interboro partners (tobias 
armborst, Daniel D’oca, and Georgeen theodore), two offices are pre-
sented in the exhibition that focus on urban space and urban design 
in their work. Both firms have developed remarkable projects in this 
context. the fifth company highlighted at Glashaus_07 is work ac, 
founded by amale andraos and Dan wood, both from rem koolhaas’ 
oma. they convinced the jury with their “adventurous and innovative 
design”. and last but not least the exhibition features Zakrzewski hyde 
architects, the architectural firm of stas Zakrzewski and marianne 
hyde, that was noted for their impressive residential loft renovations.
the architectural work of the new yorker offices is presented in an 
interior of young Berlin furniture designers. Glashaus features the 
object folded by sohrab Zafari and the shelving-system kiru by mar-
tin Borgs.  furthermore, two stool designs by the Berlin based design 
studios ett la Benn an collection Design are presented, both recom-
mended by create Berlin, the network platform of Berlin’s design 
community.

GlaShaUS_07 GoES nYC
YoUnG aRChItECtURE fRoM nYC MEEtS YoUnG DESIGn fRoM BERlIn

5

image >> Dvf studio headquarters, meatpacking District, new york 
city (workac)
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p. 6  above, p. 7 right >> espasso showroom, tribeca, new york city
p. 6 center, p. 7 left >> a house for a Butcher and an art maven, syos-
set, ny
p. 6 below >> the ranch commons, Bulverde, texas, master plan and 
house prototypes

aRChItECtURE In foRMatIon
www.architecture-if.com

Address & Neighborhood:
526 west 26th street, suite 422, ny, ny 10001
west chelsea art District

# of Directors/Partners, # of Employees: 
1 principal/5 employees

Names of all staff:    
matthew Bremer (aia principal), Dan Bracey, paulo flores, amanda 
Jones, John Zeien, tom Zook  

Date founded:   
matthew Bremer architect, founded 2001, 
re-incorporated in 2004 as architecture in formation pc   

Most recently constructed project: 
the lounge 
terminal 4/ Jfk airport, new york

it the frenzy of the city, a bucolic landscape, or a single room. and we 
see a constant need to affect that world in ever new, positive, and 
unexpected ways.

>> What are the special challenges, difficulties for a young office in 
NYC, in the USA, internationally?
until a couple of years ago it seemed like a long-shot for a new, young 
firm to get the opportunity to build much beyond interior renova-
tions within the city. that has changed with the huge amount of new 
development going on in all five boroughs of new york city, and the 
significant public demand for great, progressive design, in both the 
public and private sectors. 

>> What would you recommend other young architects who are going 
to establish their own offices? 
keep at it. plug away. and diversify your services and skill sets! 

>> Is there any „dream project“ that you would love to realize one day? 
Where do you see your  practice in10years?
the ranch commons, a 150 acre mixed-use sustainable develop-
ment in the texas hill country that we are both planning, and also 
co-developing. having grown up there, i have watched this remark-
ably beautiful area transform from lush, yet rugged cattle ranch land 
into the the horrible kind of anonymous exurban sprawl that has 
crept across the us sunbelt. we have a very unique opportunity to do 
a model sustainable community development that this part of the 
country desperately needs.

>> What are you currently working on?
the navy Greem, Brooklyn, ny (in schematic Design);
redevelopment of the former navy Brig site on a 103,000 sf city 
block in Brooklyn, to create a mixed use community consisting of 434 
mixed-income residential units, commercial space, open space, and a 
community facility;
master plan, in collaboration with fX fowle architects, pc, curtis Gins-
berg architects llp, and rader + crews, llc (landscape);
supportive housing facility by aif (8-story, 60,000 sf, 97-unit single-
occupancy residential facility for underprivileged persons living with 
hiv);
the ranch commons, Bulverde, tX (in land entitlements phase/ cur-
rently seeking city approval);
penthouse apartment in the Dakota, new york city;
loft apartment for a contemporary photography Dealer and collector
new york city 

>> What is the driving force as you see it for the NYC Architecture 
scene? 
new york continues to have an economy all its own. its population 
continues to grow, its global image is still on the rise, and a spate of 
public and private development is transforming every aspect of city 
life.

>> How would you describe your architecture?
the name ‚architecture in formation‘ itself describes our keen inter-
est in exploring the complex and messy processes that comprise the 
‚making‘ of architecture. each project, while unique in scope, scale, 
and locale is approached with a consistent level of rigorous and sensi-
tive investigation. understanding the appropriate relationships be-
tween a work and its expanded physical and cultural context informs 
our spirited inventiveness toward problem-solving. in the end, we 
strive for architecture that is simultaneously obvious and unexpected.

>> Please describe the design process in your office. How do you ap-
proach a project? How do you develop and test an idea? What role do 
models play in your design process?
models of all types play an indespensable role in each project, from 
traditional physical study models to more interactive modeling of spa-
tial, environmental, infrastructural, and financial aspects of a project, 
using newer computer technology. each project requires a unique 
combination of digital and analog study and modeling.
our Design process goes something like this:
20% research
25% collaboration/coordination
30% study/develop/test/review/reconsider/resolve/test/review/
      reconsider/resolve...
10% exploiting the unexpected chance opportunity
10% manage and solve unexpected crises 
5%  luck

>> Why did you become architects? What or who insprires you?
Quite simply, we all possess a somewhat pathological curiosity about 
the world around us and how we collectively operate within it – be 
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131 norfolk street, storefront, ny, ny 10002
lower eastside in manhattan

# of Directors/Partners, # of Employees:   
2 partners/5 employees

Names of all staff:    
mark foster Gage (principal), marc clemenceau Bailly (principal), 
nathan hume, serra kiziltan, Jason de Boer, Daniel ramirez, katya 
pavlik

Date founded: 
January 2003

Most recently constructed project: 
“tribeca residence” new york, ny

>> How would you describe your architecture?
Gage/clemenceau architects has attracted critical and professional 
praise for their sensuous and progressive designs.  established in 
2003 by mark foster Gage and marc clemenceau Bailly, the six-per-
son new york city firm has produced both built and unbuilt projects 
at a variety of scales, from snowboards to seating and from small 
residential renovations to civic institutions. since its inception, Gage / 
clemenceau architects has been widely published by esteemed publi-
cations including vogue, metropolis, interior Design, and the la times 
for developing stunning new formal possibilities and aesthetic direc-
tions for architecture and its allied disciplines. their work has been 
exhibited widely and including the the Bridge Gallery, the museum of 
modern art in new york, the chicago art institute.

>> Please describe the design process in your office. How do you ap-
proach a project? How do you develop and test an idea? What role do 
models play in your design process?
each project is approached as a new problem that requires an innova-
tive and progressive solution.  we work in various media producing 
sketches and  3-d computer models in a studio environment constant-
ly critiquing and testing ideas on one another. 

>> Why did you become architects? What or who insprires you?
to create beautiful objects.  inspirations include movies, reality tv, 
fashion, art, & nature.

>> What are the special challenges, difficultiesforayoungoffice– in NYC, 
in the USA, internationally?
catching the eye of true patrons is always the biggest challenge (aside 
from the nyc Building Department.)

>> What would you recommend other young architects who are going 
to establish their own offices? 
Be ready to hustle, only do projects you are passionate about, and get 
ready for a great ride.

>> Is there any „dream project“ that you would love to realize one day? 
Where do you see your  practice in10years?
the olympic stadium for the city of new york. in the next 10 yrs., we 
see the practice providing a postive influence on the built environ-
ment on an international level.

>> What are you currently working on?
international competitions and commercial and residential projects in 
the ny area.

>> What is the driving force as you see it for the NYC Architecture 
scene? 
wall street, city hall, and the fashion industry have always been and 
will continue to be the driving forces in nyc.

Gage/Clemenceau architects
www.gageclemenceau.com

p. 8 left >> metropol tower
p. 8 above >> chelsea residence, new york city
p. 8 below >> ps1/moma
p. 9 >> stockholom library addition, stockholm, sweden
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Address & Neighborhood:
200 hudson street, 300, ny, ny 10013
tribeca

# of Directors/Partners, # of Employees: 
1 principal/9 employees

Names of all staff:    
Gordon kipping (principal), maria stefanidis, nora peyer, matthew 
utley, Bettina rohe, alejandra Bartlett, taiga koponen, heidi Bay, 
veronica posada  

Date founded:   
January 2000
   
Most recently constructed project: 
miyake madison

G tECtS/Gordon Kipping architects
www.gtects.com

>> How would you describe your architecture?
we are very process oriented.  we start with a basic diagram and work 
it to death.  the diagram is central to the process and developing it to 
the point where it is painfully simple yet embodying the complexity of 
any given program is the objective.  once the diagram is sound, build-
ing it with a minimum of aborations is the process of documentation.  
the point is to build the diagram.

>> Please describe the design process in your office. How do you ap-
proach a project? How do you develop and test an idea? What role do 
models play in your design process?
the office has an obsession with electronic information technologies 
and their embodiment in the architectural project and a fascina-
tion with building diagrams.  we are not interested in trends.  we 
work as a collaborative.  most often, everyone at one time or another 
gets involved in every project.  Despite this, we have a mini heirachry 
where maria or nora are ultimately responsible for the development 
of a project and they work with one or two of the others to develop it.  
i meet with the team on an as required basis and provide vision and 
critique to ensure that we are on the right path with respect to the 
agenda of the office.  at one time, we only used diagrams, renderings 
and video montage in the development of projects.  we have recently 
made our foam cutter an important part of the development of any 
project.  today, we will use any representational technique that aids in 
the development of the work.

>> Why did you become architects? What or who insprires you?
the unpredictability of the career trajectory seduced me.  when i 
practised engineering, i felt like i could see my entire career mapped 
out clearly.  as an architect, i have no idea what tomorrow will bring.  
my character needs this.  an alternate explanation might be my desire 
to monumentalise my pending mortality.  a work of architecture 
has a longevity that surpasses that of a person.  perhaps we can be 
remembered long after we have passed.  rem koolhaas continues to 
inspire us.

>> What are the special challenges, difficultiesforayoungoffice– in NYC, 
in the USA, internationally?
a few years ago, an editor of an architectural magazine visited us to 
look at our work.  we showed him everything that we were thinking 
about at the time.  he left us with the comment that he is very sympa-
thetic for our situation in the us as our european colleagues get to 
build what we only get to think about.

>> What would you recommend other young architects who are going 
to establish their own offices? 
maintain relationships.  past teachers, past employers and fellow 
architects are most often the sources of work.  keep in touch with all 
of them.  Bars are also good sources of connections.  as frank Gehry 
once told me, you have to like your clients and your clients have to like 
you, otherwise it won’t work.  its all about relationships.  make them 

and nurture them.  risk must also be embraced.  nothing of sub-
stance comes to you without risk.  in a risky situation, understand the 
worst possible outcome, embrace it, move forward and be pleasantly 
surprised that the situation played out better than you could have 
imagined.

>> Is there any „dream project“ that you would love to realize one day? 
Where do you see your practice in 10 years?
we are working on a building across the street from the historic 
apollo theater for a dance company.  the 75,000 square foot (7,500 
m2) project will include a dance theatre, rehearsal space and a visitor 
center for harlem.  another project is for a very simple house on a 
hill overlooking a beach in Jamaica.  one of these will be realised in 
the next ten years.  at this time, we will have 20 staff and continue to 
have fun with our work.

>> What are you currently working on?
construction work is starting on Delano village, a 12 acre (5 hectare) 
site in harlem.  the site has seven existing residential buildings with 
a total of 1,800 housing units occupying a superblock.  the project is 
for a new landscape which reflects the changes in the district which 
include more affluence and less crime.  the fortress mentality embod-
ied in the existing design is abaondoned in favour or a truly public 
park model.  fences are removed and shortcuts through the site are 
created for neighbours.  loitering is encouraged in the creation of a 
constituent member of the neighbourhood.

>> What is the driving force as you see it for the NYC Architecture 
scene? 
unfortunately, cash rules in new york.  the real estate market has 
become the vehicle propelling architecture in new york practice.  
everyone was getting a residential building in their portfolio.  after 
the success of the richard meier perry street apartments, developers 
started to realize that architecture sells.  stylised buildings with little 
architectural innovation have proliferated as a result.  it seems like 
this is all changing with the economic problems that this specula-
tion has produced.  perhaps there will be a return to a focus on ideas 
when we find that we have less paying work.  or perhaps new york 
will cease to be a center of architectural innovation as other centers 
emerge.

p. 10 above >> harlem visitors center, new york city
p. 10 below >> Delano village
p. 11 >> miyake madison, new york city
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Address & Neighborhood:
33 flatbush avenue, 
Brooklyn, ny 11217

# of Directors/Partners, # of Employees: 
3 partners

Names of all staff:    
tobias armborst, Daniel D’oca, Georgeen theodore

Date founded:   
2002
   
Most recently constructed project: 
a piece for “worlds away: new suburban landscapes,” an exhibi-
tion at the walker art center

IntERBoRo PaRtnERS
www.interboropartners.com

>> How would you describe your architecture?
a few adjectives come to mind. our architecture is activist because it 
is informed by our conviction that architecture can make the world 
better. it is ambitious because we have high hopes for architecture, 
which for us is broadly about influencing outcomes in the built envi-
ronment. it is expansive because it needs to be: everyday, we discover 
more and more things that act on the built environment and influ-
ence its outcomes. it is sensible because we approach each situation 
differently, and respond accordingly (we don’t have any “isms”). finally, 
our architecture is sympathetic because it is always informed by the 
particular dynamics of a given place.

>> Please describe the design process in your office. How do you ap-
proach a project? How do you develop and test an idea? What role do 
models play in your design process?
when operating in the city, it’s important to begin with good detec-
tive work: old-fashioned empirical observation. when we’re asked 
to think about “dead malls,” or “shrinking cities,” or when we make 
a site visit, we try not to bring our prejudices with us: we approach 
things with an open mind. moreover, because our interest is broadly 
in influencing outcomes, we’re similarly open-minded about how we 
will operate in a given place. this is one reason why our “deliverables” 
are always so diverse.

>> Why did you become architects? What or who insprires you?
on the one hand, we are inspired by the same thing that inspired 
walt whitman: the extraordinary, exciting complexity of a city. on the 
other hand, we are inspired by our conviction that architecture can 
influence outcomes in cities and make them much better. our archi-
tecture is reverent, but it is also activist.   

>> What are the special challenges, difficultiesforayoungoffice– in NYC, 
in the USA, internationally?
the challenge of operating an office is convincing the world that it 
would be worse off without your services. 

>> What would you recommend other young architects who are going 
to establish their own offices? 
an elder statesman of east-coast architecture education who shall 
remain nameless told us somthing very patronizing and cynical but 
probably very true, namely, go out there, network, and find a rich 
patron.

>> Is there any „dream project“ that you would love to realize one day? 
Where do you see your practice in 10 years?
most of our clients have been private developers, but we would really 
like to work more for cities. this sounds corny, but it’s so clear that cit-
ies today, in order to thrive, need to innovate and inspire. we have lots 
of good ideas about how cities can do this. urban planning shouldn’t 
always be about solving problems: sometimes, its about introducing 
bold new ideas. 
>> What are you currently working on?
market studies, site plans, and educational campaigns. we also just 
finished a piece for “worlds away: new suburban landscapes,” an ex-
hibition at the walker art center. oh, and we’re converting the build-
ing our office is in into a 7-story design cooperative. very exciting! 

>> What is the driving force as you see it for the NYC Architecture 
scene? 
architects do their thing. Different forces drive architects in different 
ways. there are architects in nyc who are interested in what we’re in-
terested in, and then there are architects in nyc we don’t have a thing 
in common with. this is all well and good: there’s a lot to be interested 
in and inspired by in this wonderful city. 

p.12 >> the critical path, columbus revired competition
p. 13 left >> in the meantime, life with landbanking, Dead malls 
competition
p.13 right >> improve your lot, research project, shrinking cities 
international ideas competition
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Address & Neighborhood:
156 ludlow street, fl 3, new york, ny 10002
lower east side

# of Directors/Partners, # of Employees: 
2 partners/6 employees/4 interns/1 admin

Names of all staff:    
amale andraos (principal), Dan wood (principal), sam Dufaux, 
anna kenoff, fred awty, heidi ostergaard, haviland argo, elliet 
spring, David peterson, Bryony roberts, sarah carlisle, magda 
szwajcowska, melani pigat 

Date founded:   
2002
   
Most recently constructed project: 
Diane von furstenberg headquarters

WoRK architecture Company (WoRKac)
www.work.ac

>> How would you describe your architecture?
workac is interested in shaping ideas and the expoloration of form 
through analysis and program. we enjoy working at various scales, 
from the urban to the architectural and to furniture – stretching our 
thinking from one to the other. our work finds inspiration as much 
from within the discipline of architecture as from without.

>> Please describe the design process in your office. How do you ap-
proach a project? How do you develop and test an idea? What role do 
models play in your design process?
our process relies on research and analyiss first – of site, cuntutral 
context, program, etc.. – followed by a relentless testing of ideas and 
shapes through diagrams and phsysical models. although material re-
searchor ideas are rearely a starting point, they are rapidly integrated 
to reinforce concept and narrative. we also strongl;y believe ion col-
laboration and always try to make that an integral part of the process.

>> Why did you become architects? What or who insprires you?
Dan had an enlighteed moment while visiting one of tange’s building 
in tokyo. amale’s father is a painter and architect and she gew up sur-
rounded by architecture which she tried, but ultimately was unable, 
to resist. 

>> What are the special challenges, difficultiesforayoungoffice– in NYC, 
in the USA, internationally?
there are very few public work opportinities and public competitions 
in ny and in the us in general. as a result, the work remains small 
scale – often limited to interiors – for a long time and it is difficult to 
aquire clients‘ trust to build bigger, even if one has led large scale well 
known projects in a large firm before. 

>> What would you recommend other young architects who are going 
to establish their own offices? 
there are a few ways to start an office and all have lead to interested 
pracices. one can chose to teach a lot and use academia to fund 
research and competitions. one can chose a very definite direction 
and specialize – formal exploration, material or and/or technological 
research, art related projects, etc... – or finally our approach which was 
to ‚say yes to everything‘ which means doing as much, as different 
and as fast as possible to survey the grounds and gain a broad knowl-
edge of what is out there before attempting to chose a more definite 
direction. this process is an attempt to squeeze what would generally 
take 10 years into 5.

>> Is there any „dream project“ that you would love to realize one day? 
Where do you see your practice in 10 years?
we would love to build a city – rethinking as much as possible how we 
live. our practice in 10 years? hopefully still growing and learning.

>> What are you currently working on?
we just one the ps1 competiiton and ny – our proposal is for a folded 

solar powered urban farm (pf1) in the middle of the courtyard – and 
it is keeping us very busy. we are also completing a 6000sf loft for 
a fashion designer in tribeca, continuing to work with ken smith 
landscape architect on the Bam cultural District public space design 
as well as starting a small store for an icelandic version of ‚colette‘ in 
new york, named kisan.

>> What is the driving force as you see it for the NYC Architecture 
scene? 
real estate and private developments have really driven the ups and 
downs of new york traditionally. But this last administration has also 
encouraged more public work, such as the highline, Bam and the east 
river Development for example. hopefully this will continue!

p. 14 left above, above >> anthropologie Dos lagos, corona, california
p. 14 left below >> the market
p. 15 >> Dvf studio headquarters, meatpacking District, new york 
city 
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Address & Neighborhood:
304 spring street, #1e, new york, ny 10013
west soho

# of Directors/Partners, # of Employees: 
2 partners/4 employees

Names of all staff:    
stas Zakrzewski (principal), marianne hyde (principal), Jeffrey Dee, 
kevin teague, caroline couturier, Jawnuta Di sclafani

Date founded:   
2002
   
Most recently constructed project: 
304 spring street, including duplex penthouse

Zakrzewski + hyde architects
www.zh-architects.com

>> How would you describe your architecture?
Zakrzewski + hyde architects embraces architecture at the intersec-
tion of the beautiful and the pragmatic.  our education is a combi-
nation of art, architecture, form and theory and we use all of these 
points of view to approach our projects regardless of budget, scale or 
program. professionally, we have learned over time the craft of build-
ing and specifically detailing; we enjoy using this knowledge to push 
the limits of standard construction.  each of our projects begin with 
a careful evaluation of the clients’ program, the site, the budget and 
is then developed with the optimal synthesis of its most important 
aesthetic and conceptual opportunities.  if we can create or learn one 
thing new and unique from each project and satisfy the client’s goals 
we consider the project successful. 

>> Please describe the design process in your office. How do you ap-
proach a project? How do you develop and test an idea? What role do 
models play in your design process?
once we have gathered the support information required to define 
the parameters and the goals of the project, we begin with a series in-
house team  brainstorming sessions.  this collaborative spirit allows 
the strengths of all the team members to be applied to the design 
challenge at hand.  as a group,  we will try to define three or four 
different approaches to the program, the site, the client’s goals and 
debate the merits and weaknesses of each. through exploration, dis-
cussion and elimination we are able to identify a scheme that is the 
most successful on multiple levels and will continue to work with the 
client to make it great. we love to make models and we feel they are 
integral to the process as they allow us and the client to understand 
a project with an immediacy drawings alone can not.  in conjunction  
with model making we use 3-d renderings to explore  the larger im-
pact of the project  on a site and to investigate the volumetric aspects 

>> What are you currently working on?
hudson square is currently being  further developed and specifically 
the portion of the project that integrates a nyc sanitation facility 
underneath a terraced park with views of the hudson river.  we are 
also beginning schematic design on a new house with a beautiful site 
in upstate new york.  we plan on using passive heating and cool-
ing systems and other sustainable building practices in the design. 
the client has a sophisticated aesthetic and wants us to agressively 
explore the spatial possibilities of the fairly sloped lanscape, so we are 
excited about the potential.

>> What is the driving force as you see it for the NYC Architecture 
scene? 
when speaking about nyc or any large city it’s impossible to ignore 
the fact that economics is a driving force in the architecture scene.  in 
the past five years, it has been the trend in residential construction to 
create boutique buildings since both developers and their clients real-
ized that “quality” architecture was profitable.  we personally think 
this trend has nurtured an atmosphere condusive for good work. we 
as architects need to sell our services as something that brings value 
to a project. 
Z+h is very interested in the economics that drive architecture and 
apply this to our work on both the macro and micro scale. at the 
macro scale we looked at zoning requirements and how the far can 
be manipulated to create volumes that are the most profitable and 
on a micro scale we look at materials and building systems and value 
engineer how the up front investment could save money in the long 
run both for the building.

p. 16 >> spring street condos
p. 17 >> art Box
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of a design. modeling also allows us to fine tune our design and there 
are times when we use full size mock ups to test an idea.

>> Why did you become architects? What or who insprires you?
marianne hyde:  i loved the education of an architect.  it’s allows the 
exploration of our world from many points of view, culturally, philo-
sophically, artistically, materially, the list in unending.  to have the 
opportunity to continue to explore all of this in your work is for me 
the inspiration. 
stas Zakrzewski:  the ability to shape the spaces we live and work in 
has inspired me to become an architect. often our solutions are not 
what our clients expect and when you bring something to the table 
that is greater than their expectation there is a great deal of satisfac-
tion. 

>> What are the special challenges, difficultiesforayoungoffice– in NYC, 
in the USA, internationally?
in the us, many medium and large scale projects are awarded to 
firms by virtue of their size and breadth of experience, which leaves 
it difficult for a young architecture firm to get a start.  yet with hard 
work and determination we have slowly grown as a firm and continue 
to get larger and more varied work. after successfully completing 
a number of smaller residential and commercial projects we were 
invited to design a 32,000 sf mixed use building by a former client, 
this was great opportunity for us.  the reality of building a client base 
while simultaneously developing your own aesthetic and approach 
to architecture takes immense dedication since there are times when 
these two agendas are not perfectly aligned. 

>> What would you recommend other young architects who are going 
to establish their own offices? 
remember, that although it is liberating to know that you are working 
late nights and weekends for your own vision that this will be a pat-
tern that will most likely never be left behind. 

>> Is there any „dream project“ that you would love to realize one day? 
Where do you see your practice in 10 years?
we were one of five nyc architecture firms invited to propose urban 
design scheme for hudson square or west soho, an area of nyc that 
is currently experiencing a surge of growth and interest as it is slowly 
being re-zoned from manufacturing to mixed use. the friends of hud-
son square who commissioned the charrette is made up of a group of 
local businesss, developers and community groups.  it was a rare op-
portunity to have all of these individual groups united in developing 
a vision for the neighborhhod and willing to explore it urbanistically 
and architecturally. it would be great to have any part of the scheme 
realized.
we enjoy working on a variety of scales and programs but are cur-
rently interested in trying to expand our knowledge and portfolio 
to do institutional work or projects that investigate alternate green 
building practices.
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Address:
klausenerplatz 11
14059 Berlin

Director(s):
sohrab Zafari

Date founded: 
2002

atElIER ZafaRI
www.atelier-zafari.com

>> How would you describe your design?
the complexity of the simple: starting with a simple idea, i try to 
achieve maximum complexity and then make this sensuously experi-
enceable. form and use play an important role, as well as mathemati-
cal/geometric rules, natural phenomena, and natural light.  
the boundaries between furniture design, interior architecture, and  
architecture are often fluid in my work.

>> What or who insprires you?
nature, the sun, and moving through the world with all of the senses.

>> What are the special challenges, difficulties for a young architect in 
Germany?
in Germany there is a lack of courageous developers and of confidence  
in young architects. it is thus a challenge to bring people around by  
demonstrating one‘s abilities.

>> Is there any „dream project“ that you would love to realize one day? 
Where do you see your  studio in 10 years?
every project with a dream-client and a realization without compro-
mises is a dream project for me. even 10 years from now. i am very 
confident about our prospects.
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The cube „folded“, by Sohrab Zafari, is different on each side. It can be 
a stool, a coffee table, a sculpture or a magazine holder, depending on 
the way it is turned. In 2006, folded was included in the collection of the 
Bröhan Design Foundation in Berlin.



Address:
huttenstraße 71
10553 Berlin

Director(s):
martin Borgs

Date founded: 
2008

KIRU SYStEM
www.kiru-system.de

>> How would you describe your design?
minimal material–maximum function or low input–high output.

>> What or who insprires you?
“unitisch”  von atelier alinea, design ueli Biesenkamp, schweiz.

>> What are the special challenges, difficulties for a young architect in 
Germany?
pininfarina is so far from Berlin…

>> Is there any „dream project“ that you would love to realize one day? 
Where do you see your  studio in 10 years?
the new usm
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KIRU, the modular shelving-system for home and office by Martin Borgs, 
is based on a box, snapped together from 3 different shapes. Hollow 
spaces can be used as cable ducts. Moreover, KIRU can be expanded with 
add-on modular drawers and rear walls.
Its innovative lightweight-construction makes it highly rigid, reducing 
material and packaging-volume to a minimum.



Address:
Joachim-karnatz-allee 1
10557 Berlin

Director(s):
flip sellin, tilman thürmer, Jochen Gringmuth

Date founded: 
2004

CooRDInatIon BERlIn
www.coordination-berlin.de

>> How would you describe your design?
a design style with a dynamic, christalline, fluid and ergonomical lan-
guage of inspiring materials to tell complex plots in a contemporary, 
futuristic style.

>> What or who insprires you?
people in interiors, speedboats, jet engines, good storys, open clients,  
new  materials.
life in Berlin and in the deep sea.

>> What are the special challenges, difficulties for a young architect in 
Germany?
to make people understand design is a necessary dimension and 
added value to any project. and kreatavity  can be fun – but is hard 
work in the end – which needs to be paid for adequately.

>> Is there any „dream project“ that you would love to realize one day?
a ******* hotel interior in reduced gravity.

>> Where do you see your  studio in 10 years?
on three continents.
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recommended by

The Monopol Stool was exclusively designed for the art fair lounges 
hosted by the art magazine monopol in 2004. A stool comes lounger 
to be produced in a few simple steps. The wide, slightly sloped stool is 
stackable and resembles a papaerfold object – or an open magazine.



Address:
schwedter straße 34 a
10435 Berlin

Director(s):
oliver Bischoff, Danilo Dürler

Date founded: 
may 2005

ett la benn - produktgestaltung
www.ettlabenn.com

>> How would you describe your design?
et la benn is an emerging agency for product design. our main focus 
is the design of furniture and accessories in addition to the develop-
ment and implementation of concepts for shop and restaurant design 
and furnishing. fun starts when everything seems to be impossible. 
there is no such thing as a crazy idea! we still don’t get lost in the 
details and we always have an eye for the essential.

>> What or who insprires you?
a good idea cannot be planned and it doesn’t follow certain rules. 
often it is born during a process not necessarily creative. the abolition 
of fixed rules is the basis of inspiration. everywhere and nowhere.

>> What are the special challenges, difficulties for a young architect in 
Germany?
problems and challenges are not necessarily obstacles, they rather 
offer chances to develop new ideas. it is crucial to identify the options 
and possibilities offered by the business and economical environ-
ment. the biggest challenge for young designers is to define straight-
forward ideas, significant aims, and clear structures in their work. the 
geographical location is less important.

>> Is there any „dream project“ that you would love to realize one day? 
Where do you see your  studio in 10 years?
the execution of experimental processes in the competing areas of 
design, architecture, craftsmanship, technology, and science provides 
a great potential. cross-linking of scientific and creative processes 
opens a vast array of possibilities, which should be explored. we are 
not linking any of those to a single project though. our vision is the 
professional collaboration with national and international partners 
who share our ideas, to unite professionals with different perceptions 
of design at our studio, and to thus have an ample archive of creativity 
at hand.
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The cardboard stool by Ett La Benn is minimalist with regard to its 
shape, material, weight and production effort. The design itself is 
inspiring by virtue of its basic material and the way of its construction 
which is neither concealed nor reinforced. This simplification gives rise 
to advantages like light weight, reduced cost of material and mate-
rial thickness thus even  enabeling space-saving shipping. The stool is 
particularly suited for temporary applications.

recommended by



COoPERatIvE PaRtnERS

aIa CEntER foR aRChItECtURE

the center for architecture is home to the aia new york chapter, the 
center for architecture foundation, the architecture for humanity 
new york city chapter, the illuminating engineering society of new 
york, the new york chapter of the american society of landscape 
architects (asla), and the structural engineers association of new 
york (seaony).

the center‘s mission is to:
• provide a center of learning for the public and building industry pro-
fessionals in order to improve the quality of the built environment 
• explore cutting-edge topics, technological innovations and other 
issues concerning the built environment 
• foster an exchange and collaboration among members of the de-
sign, construction and real estate community 
• promote an appreciation of new york‘s unique urban fabric 
• inspire community values and provide fellowship opportunities 
• promote cultural tourism of new york city‘s architecture 

contact:
aia center for architecture
536 laGuardia place | new york, ny 10012

phone 212 683 0023
info@aiany.org | www.aiany.org/centerforarchitecture

CREatE BERlIn

the Design-initiative create Berlin has been founded in 2006 by 16 
established Berlin-based creative businesses. create Berlin is a sup-
porting centre for creative minds and ideas in and around Berlin: as 
internationally acting network it curates and manages various design 
projects in Germany and abroad, and has over 40 members represent-
ing diverse Berlin creative industries.
supporting innovative projects create Berlin promotes the econom-
ic potential of Berlin‘s design industry; it strengthens Berlin‘s reputa-
tion as a unique and aspiring design metropolis and as the unesco 
„city of Design“. create Berlin projects create awareness and steer 
the focus of international audience on the German capital, its creative 
scene as well as its economic potential. create Berlin aims to con-
nect and bring together Berlin’s talents with political and economic 
decision makers. consequently, city major klaus wowereit and other 
political and business representatives have participated in various 
create Berlin projects. as communication platform spanning all 
design disciplines create Berlin promotes Berlin’s creative scene as a 
serious economic factor.
since 2006 the initiative already managed many various projects in 
europe, usa and asia.
create Berlin offers designers an opportunity for further networking 
and marketing of their products.
create Berlin showroom is 160-qm3 space for creatives aiming to 
showcase their ideas and products. located in the heart of the city, in 
former postfuhramt (Berlin- mitte), the showroom attracts art- and 
design lovers and general public. there are various shows exhibitions 
taking place monthly that present new products, ideas and concepts.
Berlin’s creative minds become, with help of create Berlin, ambas-
sadors for Berlin design.
create Berlin lives through the commitment of the people of Berlin’s 
creative industry - their energies invested in the city have a trend set-
ting effect on Berlin and accelerate the heartbeat of the city.
in this sense: create Berlin! 

contact:
create Berlin e.v.
postfuhramt Berlin (oranienburger straße/tucholsky straße)
auguststr. 5a | D-10117 Berlin
phone +49 (0) 30 28 09 28 08 | fax +49 (0) 30 28 09 47 12
info@create-berlin.de | www.create-berlin.de
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IMPRIntGlaShaUSPaRtnERS

Berker Gmbh & co. kG
klagebach 38 | D- schalksmühle
t. +49 (0)2355 905  f. +49 (0)2355 905 111
www.berker.de > info@berker.de

Grohe Deutschland vertriebs Gmbh
objektmanagement 
postfach 1353 | 32439 porta westfalica
t. +49 (0)571 3989 444 | f. +49 (0)571 3989 155
www.grohe.de

JacoBs+schulZ Gmbh
köpenicker str. 48/49 | 10179 Berlin
Geschaftsführer: Dipl.-ing. roland thewes
t. +49 (0)30 263 98 98 0 | f. +49 (0)30 263 98 98 11
www.js-berlin.de

Call foR EntRIES young offices can apply via mail at any time
>  further information at www.daz.de

puk-werke kG
kunststoff-stahlverarbeitung Gmbh & co.
nobelstraße 45-51 | D-12057 Berlin
t. +49 (0)30 6 82 83 01 | f. +49 (0)30 6 82 83 266
www.puk-werke.de > vertrieb@puk-werke.de

triluX Gmbh & co. kG
postfach 1960 | D-59753 arnsberg
t. +49 (0)29 32 301 9474 | f. + (0)29 32 301 331
www.trilux.de > mschenk@trilux.de
ansprechpartner: martin schenk
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